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M.A. Thesis:

The type and structure of the debt, the value of the
investment policy and the level of cash held
maintenance strategy cash in a firm determination and its future is important. important
sources of cash vital economic per unit in the adoption of many financial decisions and
cash flows has a pivotal role . The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship
between The type and structure of debt, opportunity for growth, Investment policy and
Cash holdings of listed companies in Tehran Stock Exchange. In order to meet the aim of
this study, six hypotheses were created to determine; is there a significant relationship
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between The type of debt, debt maturing, qtobin, the size and life company and Investment
policy with Cash holdings? With regard to the assumptions and spatial domain (which
includes the listed companies on the Stock Exchange of Tehran) and time (in 2011-2015).
Data were collected through the existing information contained in the Rahavard Novin
software and investigating reports and the financial statements of listed companies in
Tehran Stock Exchange by visiting the official website of Tehran Stock Exchange. The
results suggest that there is a significant relationship between returns on investment and
dividend as well as between the value of the company and dividend. However there is no
significant relationship between The type of debt, debt maturing, qtobin, the size and life
company and Investment policy with Cash holdings.
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